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This paper outlines the development of Scotty Brand’s iconic Scotty dog as a strategic 
brand asset, providing time-pressed and value-conscious mums with an easy shortcut to 
good food for their family while delivering category-leading cut-through for Scotland’s 
fastest growing food brand.

P R É C I S



Scotland’s larder is world renowned - 
from the sweetest Perthshire berries to 
the crunchiest Aberdeenshire carrots, 
heartiest broths and tastiest meats. So 
it’s no surprise that a brand which could 
bring together the very best of it, and 
position itself compellingly to consumers 
amid the zeitgeist of seasonal eating and 
food traceability, would be commercially 
well placed.

In just two years following its launch 
in 2011, Scotty Brand’s range of locally 
sourced, seasonal fresh produce had 
achieved strong commercial success. 
Accelerated by a wide-ranging marketing 
partnership with Disney/Pixar’s Scottish-
themed movie, Brave, sales grew by over 
500% between 2011 and 2012. By 2013, 
Scotty Brand produce could be found in 
most major supermarket chains across 
the fresh and chilled aisles, with SKUs 
spanning fruit, vegetables, meat, soup 
and salad pots.

T H E  C H A L L E N G E :  G R O W I N G  S C O T T Y  B R A N D  I N  S C O T T Y  L A N D 

IMAGE: A link-up with Disney/Pixar’s Brave movie boosted sales in 2012



With ambitious year-on-year growth targets but 
a more modest marketing budget following the 
end of the Disney partnership, the brand faced a 
number of interrelated challenges:

Recessionary market conditions 
The sustained squeeze on household budgets meant 
price-based offers were unsurprisingly the primary 
factor influencing food purchases: this posed a 
threat to Scotty Brand’s premium pricing strategy. 

Low brand engagement with fresh produce
Scotty Brand is one of the pioneers of branded goods 
in the fresh produce aisle, which is traditionally 
dominated by own-brand or loose produce. To 
many consumers, the notion of brands in fruit and 
vegetables is a foreign concept: they navigate by 
varieties and types, and by look and feel, rather than 
by brand – and are therefore unaccustomed to paying 
a premium for branded goods. 

Priced-based offers/deals
Quantity-based offers/deals
Quality
Brand I always buy
Buying for others (i.e. children)
Food allergies/dietary needs
Recently seen brand advertising
On-pack competitions
Other
None of these

All
85%
70%
66%
39%
20%
12%
6%
4%
3%
3%

Male
16-24
76%
68%
54%
47%
9%
8%
9%
12%
2%
8%

Male
25-39
85%
70%
62%
32%
23%
7%
4%
7%
5%
3%

Male
40-54
81%
67%
65%
39%
26%
15%
7%
5%
5%
3%

Male
55+
85%
72%
70%
43%
8%
11%
3%
2%
3%
1%

Female
16-24
91%
76%
63%
46%
12%
11%
14%
3%
3%
4%

Female
25-39
85%
70%
62%
41%
34%
11%
10%
3%
2%
4%

Female
40-54
93%
78%
66%
36%
34%
15%
6%
2%
5%
0%

Female
55+
83%
65%
75%
34%
12%
17%
3%
2%
2%
2%

CHART: Factors affecting food purchasing decisions, by age and gender
Base: 2,110 nationally representative UK adults aged 16+.   Source: YouGov SixthSense Food Provenance Survey (11-19 June 2012).

IMAGE: 2013 Scotty Brand range



Low brand awareness
This contributed to the fact that, despite increased 
sales and distribution, overall brand awareness 
for Scotty Brand remained low. Scotty Brand was 
the fourth most recognised brand in fresh produce, 
but that only translated into prompted awareness 
of 10% in May 2013 (vs 65% for Albert Bartlett’s 
Rooster brand). Unprompted awareness was just 
1% - although 72% of respondents were unable to 
name any brands at all!

Declining brand loyalty across all categories
The modern consumer is increasingly fickle, 
with 40% of shoppers (and an even fickler 44% 
of Scots) admitting that they were more likely to 
be disloyal to brands in 2013 than they had been 
before (Kantar, 2013). 

However, market research also showed that healthy 
choices and a concern for local food provenance was 
high on consumers’ agenda, especially on that of ABC1 
females. In particular, a staggering over-index of 54% 
of Scots choose to buy Scottish produce – suggesting 
there was greater potential to leverage the brand’s core 
strengths in their Scottish home market. 

The 2013 business objective was therefore 
defined: to grow the brand in its heartland; a 
Scottish stepping stone to the national ambition 
of becoming the UK’s favourite Scottish  food 
brand. Stretching marketing objectives were set to 
increase brand awareness and engagement with 
target consumers and to demonstrate why Scotty 
Brand was worth paying a premium for. 

Following the end of a great Disney 
partnership that had been a true 
springboard for the brand, it was now 
time for Scotty to stand on his own four 
paws and make his mark.

All
North East
North West
Yorkshire and the Humber
East Midlands
West Midlands
East of England
London
South East
South West
Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland

British
41%
43%
35%
39%
48%
42%
37%
34%
40%
48%
56%
40%
44%

English
28%
37%
29%
26%
29%
31%
30%
25%
36%
34%
24%
16%
17%

Scottish
18%
15%
16%
10%
16%
16%
13%
17%
13%
13%
26%
54%
17%

Welsh
15%
11%
13%
9%
15%
17%
9%
18%
11%
11%
54%
17%
16%

Irish
15%
16%
14%
9%
14%
17%
10%
18%
12%
11%
21%
16%
45%

Regional 
Counties

28%
33%
27%
38%
28%
22%
25%
21%
28%
29%
26%
33%
28%

Locally 
Sourced

46%
53%
37%
46%
46%
44%
46%
41%
49%
47%
46%
52%
77%

CHART: Importance of food provenance when buying food at the supermarket, by region
Base: 2,110 nationally representative UK adults aged 16+.   Source: YouGov SixthSense Food Provenance Survey (11-19 June 2012).



 

We had identified our target audience as values 
foodies: those looking for good values for money and 
willing to pay that little bit extra for good food. They 
seek to give their families the best but often lack 
time and skills in the kitchen to fulfil their good food 
ambitions. And they are busier and more stressed 
than ever: in 2013 the time devoted to preparing 
meals dropped to an all-time low of 34 minutes (30 in 
Scotland), compared to 60 minutes in 1993. 

As further insight, 62% of UK consumers agree 
with the statement, “More and more, I find I am 
looking for ways to simplify my life.” Life is simply 
too busy for the target mums to always scour the 
supermarket shelves and prepare meals from 
scratch, so they look for shortcuts through brands 
and convenience products.

C O N S U M E R  I N S I G H T :  T H E  S H O R T C U T  T O  G O O D  F O O D

“Rugged landscape 
makes me think the 

food will taste nicer” 
Sarah, 43, young family

“You could imagine  
a little dog like that 

on a farm” 
Alison, 45, older family

“I wouldn’t pay for 
it out of season – the 

taste isn’t there” 
Jenny, 37, young family

Source: Scotty Brand qualitative research, January 2013



Qualitative research with both current and 
prospective Scotty Brand customers across the 
country suggested that this ‘short-cutting’ behaviour 
extended to fresh produce:

• Busy mums have their own ‘quality control’ 
checks: shortcuts that indicate freshness and 
quality. For example, dirtiness and earthiness are 
positive triggers: dirty potatoes and green tops on 
carrots suggest natural, better-tasting produce. 
Seasonal produce is also preferred for taste 
reasons, rather than health or environmental 
benefits (perceived ‘worthiness’ is a turn-off)

• They also believe you get what you pay for – so 
there is a recognition that a higher price should 
mean better quality (the opposite of supermarket 
‘Basic’ ranges where you might end up throwing 
half of a bag of potatoes away due to flaws and 
short shelf-life)

• Scotty Brand’s name and Scotty dog icon were 
well-regarded as brand shortcuts for Scottishness 
– but our mums wanted to recognise more 
immediately the provenance of our products: 
how ‘heather and weather’ influenced the greater 
quality and freshness they sought

We were also intrigued by the current trend 
towards personalities in food brands: the Birds Eye 
polar bear being a particularly successful example 
in connecting with busy mums.

So how could we develop the brand to signal 
a clear shortcut to good food: a mark which 
our ‘values foodie’ mums would trust to guide 
them to the best food choices in store, and 
ensure their brand loyalty in the supermarket 
battleground of price promotions?



Our creative solution was simple yet flexible and, 
importantly, entirely ownable by Scotty Brand. 

It was time for our loyal brand icon, Scotty, to 
take centre stage. Adorning each pack of produce 
and subtly present in all advertising campaigns to 
date, bringing him to the fore as a farm dog would 
help consumers make the connection to locally 
sourced, seasonal produce. As ‘Good food’s best 
friend’, he would both symbolise the provenance of 
Scotty Brand’s farm-grown produce and point the 
way for our busy mums to find it in-store. 

But he needed to be much more than just a cute 
fluffy dog: he had to be a memorable, interesting 
and credible character in the context of both fresh 
produce and future brand extensions. Scotty’s 
experiences on the farm would provide a humorous 
(rather than worthy) way to make a virtue of 
Scotland’s changeable weather: good for growing 
carrots, less good for weary canines. 

Developing a distinctive voice for Scotty was vital: 
we wanted him to embody Scottish canniness and 
cheeky humour, bringing personality and interest 
to this low-engagement category. At the same 

time, he had to stay a real dog: he doesn’t talk 
directly to his human family (we only hear his 
thoughts) and he doesn’t eat the food. But in that 
rather cute and self-important way that dogs have, 
he sees himself as indispensable!

Establishing Scotty as a farm dog would also support 
future growth of the brand into more categories 
through the ‘farm shop’ analogy: offering the kinds of 
prepared and packaged goods that might be made on 
a farm, like soups, jams and biscuits.

I N T R O D U C I N G  G O O D  F O O D ’ S  B E S T  F R I E N D

IMAGES: Scotty Brand TVC storyboard and still



With a focus on building brand awareness, TV and 
cinema were a vital part of the media mix: they 
were also ideal for bringing Scotty to life in vision 
and sound. In our advertising executions, he is 
seen working tirelessly on a family farm come 
rain or shine, with some of his lines as cutting 
as the Scottish winds blowing behind him. We 
heroed compelling product benefits, with Scottish 
provenance always providing the reason to believe: 
rainy Scottish summers making our berries juicier, 
chilled Scottish soils making our carrots crunchier 
and rich Scottish soils making our potatoes tastier. 
The campaign aired for 14 weeks, reaching over 
400,000 target Scottish families.

However, ‘Good food’s best friend’ was much more 
than a tactical advertising proposition. Scotty 
became a valuable brand asset, driving engagement 
with mums and families across digital and social 
channels. Scotty gave audiences his unique take on 
product launches, recipes and even world events. At 
the Royal Highland Show, visitors to the stand were 
greeted by our Scotty mascot and invited to play a 
Kentucky Derby-style game of Scotty racing.

A N  I N T E G R A T E D  A P P R O A C H

IMAGES: Scotty takes centre stage in press advertising

IMAGE: Video content on the website is presented as Scotty’s home movies



IMAGE: Scotty racing at the Royal Highland Show, Edinburgh

IMAGE: STV sponsorship ident

IMAGES: Social: The many faces of Scotty, winning fans on Facebook



The deployment of Scotty as a strategic brand asset 
through all marketing activity in 2013 contributed to 
a significant uplift on key brand metrics:

• Trade recognition: Scotland’s fastest selling 
food brand (Kantar)

• Brand awareness amongst the female  
target market: 

- Prompted brand awareness climbed to 34% 
by November 13 from 8% before advertising 
In May 13

- Prompted advertising awareness climbed  
to 18% from 1%

- Spontaneous brand awareness rose from 
1% to 7%, placing Scotty Brand ahead of 
long-established marques like Del Monte 
and Florette

• Brand value: 125% YOY increase in brand 
value, with notable spikes in sales during 
advertising periods

• Sales support: the TV burst helped sustain 
sales in the home market – as seen with 
strawberry sales at Asda stores in Scotland vs. 
English depots, where there was a seasonal 
sales drop-off  

• Digital engagement: Uplift in web traffic  
of 205% during advertising periods, and  
a three-fold increase in the e-database to 28K

R E S U L T S :  S C O T T Y  B E C O M E S  T O P  D O G

CHARTS: Advertising effect on Scotty Brand sales



Effective brand planning and execution in 2013 have created a trusted, engaging and sustainable positioning for Scotty 
Brand. The development of ‘Good food’s best friend’ has proven to resonate with Scottish shoppers and will be built on  
by future NPD and marketing campaigns as Scotty ventures further afield.

205%
Uplift in web 

traffic

17%
Rise in advertising

awareness
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fastest selling 

food brand

26%Increase in brand awareness

125%
Increase in  brand value




